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Remittance, one money flow between immigrants and their relatives, is a major source of

foreign exchange revenue for economies. Consisting of economies linked by the money

flows, global remittance constitutes a network. In this paper, we use bilateral remittances

of 210 economies for the time period 2010–2016 to construct a global remittance

network (GRN) and then investigate the network’s structural properties. We study the

degree distribution of the network and find that it is of heterogeneity. Analyses of centrality

measures reveal that some key economies, such as the United States, France, India and

China, are always ranked the highest. We also detect 6 communities in the network,

where economies in the same regional economy cooperative organizations tend to be

classified in the same community. Intra-community flows account for 66.07% of total

remittances, indicating that economies present the characteristic of regionalization. In

addition, the results of the topological stability test show that GRN is fragile to node

removal, particular the selective removal based on betweenness centrality.

Keywords: remittance flow, complex network, degree distribution, key economies, community structure

1. INTRODUCTION

With the intensifying globalization, human migration is an increasing social phenomenon over the
world. It leads to a huge transfer in the flow of capital, labor, and knowledge across international
boundaries [1]. From a capital view, one special money flow associated with migration is well
known as remittance. According to the World Bank, global remittances reach $613 billion in
2017 and involve more than 258 million migrants all over the world [2]. Since the remittance
flows among numerous suppliers and recipients present complicated relationships, as far as global
remittances are concerned, it is rather natural to count as a complex system.

Complex networks have proven to be a very powerful approach to characterize and
analyze a broad array of different complex systems [3–7], such as human migration [8–10],
biological mathematics [11, 12], technological [13–17] and finance systems [18–24]. These highly
inter-coupled systems have been the focus of a great number of researches, which have investigated
influential nodes of the systems. The analysis of key nodes for complex systems is of crucial
importance, as it can help in ensuring the more efficient spread of information for technological
system [13, 14], hindering crisis propagation for finance systems, and so on [19, 25–27]. In addition
to the above discussed complex systems, recently, the global remittance has been incipiently
investigated from a complex network perspective [28, 29].

Existing studies on remittance network mainly focused on node degree and strength, degree
distribution and circular pattern [28, 29]. These complex network analysis tools can well identify
influential remittance suppliers and recipients as well as collaboration pattern between two
economies. However, some economies may also play important roles as bridge in the network
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[30]. The ability of an economy to transfer the remittance from
one economy to another has not been studied yet. On the other
hand, in addition to the circular pattern between economy pair,
community has been regarded as another important topology
structure in networks [8, 30]. Yet little attention has been paid so
far to uncover the community structure of global remittance and
it still remains as a challenging open problem. Such research not
only allows a deep and clear understanding of local properties of
the remittance network itself, but also provides good guidance for
the remittance management of policy makers and ensures greater
regional cooperation.

Motivated by the above discussion, in this paper, by employing
bilateral remittance of 210 economies over the period from
2010 to 2016, we construct a global remittance network
(GRN). Moreover, we present a detailed study of the key
economies for GRN, including degree, degree distribution,
node strength, betweenness centrality, community structure,
topological stability and so on. The main contributions of this
paper can be summarized as follows: (1) Differing somewhat
from previous studies that identify influential remittance
suppliers and recipients, we also evaluate the importance of
economies by taking fully into consideration of the intermediary
roles of economies. (2) Literature dealing with the collaboration
mechanism of economies in GRN mainly focuses on circular
pattern between economy pairs; analysis of economies in
community appears to be scarce. Our research intends to fill the
existing gap in the literature. (3) This paper originally investigates
the effect of key node removal on the topological stability of GRN,
and finds that the network is fragile to node removal, particular
the selective removal based on betweenness centrality.

The remainder of the paper is arranged as follows. In
section 2, the employed methodology related to the empirical
investigation is proposed. Section 3 provides details about the
bilateral remittance data. Section 4 presents the empirical results
and relates them to economic theory. Finally, conclusions are
drawn in section 5.

2. METHODOLOGY

This section first proposes a network modeling approach to
characterize the global remittance. Then, it introduces a variety
of complex network analysis tools, such as degree, degree
distribution, node strength, betweenness centrality, community
structure and so on.

2.1. Construction of GRN
The global remittance network is represented by a set G =
(V ,E), where economies V = (v1, v2, · · · , vn) are denoted as
the network nodes and remittance flows set E as the network
edges [31]:

E = eij, (1)

where eij is accumulated remittance from economy i to economy
j (i 6= j) during a certain period, while self-loops (i = j) are
not permitted. Therefore, an adjacency matrix E is constructed
to characterize the directed weighted network.

2.2. Topological Properties of Networks
2.2.1. Degree, Degree Distribution and Node Strength
Degree ki of a node is the number of edges that the node is
connected to. In directed networks, the notion of degree can be
further extended to the in-degree kini and out-degree kouti , which
are defined as follows [20]:

kini =
N

∑

j=1

aji, kouti =
N

∑

j=1

aij, (2)

where aij denotes the indicator function that yields 1 if there is
a directed edge from node i to j, and 0, otherwise. While N is
the total number of nodes in the network. Moreover, the identity
ki = kini + kouti holds.

Since different nodes have various degrees, the degree
distribution is used to describe the probability distribution of
these degrees over the network. The degree distribution is
given by:

P(k) =
nk

N
, (3)

where nk is the number of nodes with degree k.
In weighted networks, the edges between nodes are no

longer treated as binary interactions, but are measured by their
magnitudes. Thus, node strength si is proposed to measure the
sum of edge weights of i toward its neighbors. Likewise the
degree, the notion of node strength can be decomposed into
the in-strength sini and out-strength souti . The in-strength and
out-strength in (4) below are extended from (2), respectively [20]:

sini =
N

∑

j=1

eji, souti =
N

∑

j=1

eij, (4)

where sini represents the sum of edge weights inbound to node
i, while souti computes the sum of edge weights outbound from
node i.

2.2.2. Betweenness Centrality
Intuitively, a node will be critical if a large number of shortest
paths pass through the node. Therefore, betweenness Bi is
proposed to measure the intermediality or bridge property of a
node—the ability to transfer flows from one node to another [32].
The formulas in directed network are as follows:

Bi =
∑

j,l
j 6=l 6=i

Njl(i)

Njl
, CB(vi) =

Bi

(N − 2)(N − 1)
, (5)

where Njl is the number of shortest paths from node j to l; Njl(i)
is the number of these shortest paths that pass through node i.
CB(vi) is normalized to a range from 0 to 1.

2.2.3. Community Structure
Numerous real-world networks take the form of community
structures, within which the connections between nodes
are stronger than connections between nodes of different
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communities. In order to detect reasonable communities,
Louvain algorithm is utilized [8, 33], which is based on
modularity optimization. The notion of modularity evaluates
the density of connections inside communities compared to
connections between communities. In the case of weighted
directed network, the modularity Q is defined as [8]:

Q =
1

M

∑

i,j

[eij −
sini s

out
j

M
δ(σi, σj)], (6)

where M =
∑

ij eij. The function δ(σi, σj) only yields 1 in case
σi = σj, and 0 otherwise.

The procedure of Louvain algorithm is described as
follows [33]:

Step 1, all nodes are assigned a different community. For each
node i, we calculate the gain of modularity1Qwhen i is placed
in its neighbors’ communities. By comparing the 1Q, one can
detect the optimal community for node i. If 1Q is maximum
and positive, then node i is placed in the new community.
Otherwise, i stays in its original community. The formula of
1Q is as follows:

1Q =
[

∑

in+2si,in
2M

− (

∑

tot +si

2M
)2

]

−
[

∑

in

2M
− (

∑

tot

2M
)2 − (

si

2M
)2

]

, (7)

where
∑

in stands for the sum of the weights of the links
inside the new community,

∑

tot denotes the sum of weights
of the links incident to all nodes in the new community, si =
sini + souti , si,in is the sum of the weights of the links from i to
nodes in the new community.
Step 2, a new network is constructed whose nodes are
now the communities found during the Step 1. In the new
network, the weights of the links between nodes are given
by the sum of the weights of the links between nodes in the
corresponding two communities. We reapply Step 1 to the
resulting weighted network.
Step 3, the above steps are iterated until the maximum Q
is obtained.

3. DATA

The global remittance matrices are available from the World
Bank1, containing 210 countries or regions of the world over the
period from 2010 to 2016. The calculation of bilateral remittance
is based on International Monetary Fund (IMF) Balance and
Payments Statistics database as well as data released from central
banks, national statistical agencies, and World Bank country
desks [2].

1Bilateral remittance flows worldwide associated with this paper can be found at
https://www.worldbank.org/en/topic/migrationremittancesdiasporaissues/brief/
migration-remittances-data.

FIGURE 1 | The cumulative distribution of remittance.

4. EMPIRICAL RESULTS

4.1. Global Remittance Network
The global remittance consists of 210 economies and their
bilateral remittance flows. As far as the economies with low
remittances are concerned, it is natural to categorize them as
either low population countries or isolated regions, because they
take low levels of participation in remittance system. The zero-
value remittances of these economies make few contributions to
the total remittance flow [28]. Thus, specific thresholds are set to
filter out zero-value flows and ensure enormous remittance flows
in the network. In order to identify a reasonable threshold, we
analyze the magnitudes of all accumulated remittance flows.

Figure 1 shows the cumulative distribution of all accumulated
remittance flows. One should focus on the significant changes of
slope below and above 95th percentile of cumulative distribution
[30], implying that sum of the top 1,200 edges plays an important
role in the global remittance system. In order to highlight the
significant remittance relationships among economies, we filter
the original network with 210 nodes and 12,687 edges into a
core network with 172 nodes and 1,200 edges by setting the
95th percentile as a threshold. Figure 2 shows the GRN before
and after the filtering procedure. Note that some low population
countries and isolated regions are removed from the GRN,
including American Samoa, Aruba, Channel Islands and so on.

4.2. Complex Network Analysis
4.2.1. Degree Distribution
Figure 3 displays the cumulative distribution of degree on log-
log axes in the GRN. Intuitively, there exists a large number
of low-degree nodes and a small number of high-degree nodes.
Thus, the degree distribution is of asymmetry. To further identify
the degree distribution, the method of maximum-likelihood and
Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) test are applied.
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FIGURE 2 | Global remittance network. (A) Before filtering. (B) After filtering.

FIGURE 3 | The cumulative distribution of degree on log-log axes.

Table 1 presents the results of goodness-of-fit for three
common statistical distributions [34], i.e., exponential, log-
normal and power law distribution. Note that P = 0.00
in the case of exponential distribution. Thus, the exponential
distribution is ruled out. However, the P-values of log-normal
and power law are equal to 0.23 and 0.38, respectively, indicating
that the log-normal and power law distribution are not ruled
out. Both log-normal and power law distribution are likely fits
since they can exhibit a large number of low-degree nodes and

TABLE 1 | The results of goodness-of-fit for degree distribution.

Exponential Log-normal Power law

Distribution e−λx 1

xσ
√
2π
e−(lnx−µ)2/2σ2

x−α

Parameter λ = 13.95 µ = 1.93, σ = 1.22 α = 2.79

P-value 0.00 0.23 0.38

The upper part of the table reports the exponential, log-normal and power law distribution,

respectively. The parameters in each distribution is computed by the method of maximum-

likelihood fitting. Furthermore, KS test is applied to examine the distribution. If P-value is

reasonably large (say, P > 0.1) [34], then the corresponding distribution is not ruled out.

few high-degree nodes [35]. It implies that a small number of
core nodes play important roles in the GRN. This also provides
a theoretical basis for our subsequent analysis of key nodes in
section 4.2.2.

4.2.2. Centrality Measures
In order to identify key economies, centrality measures are
employed to evaluate the importance of economies. Figure 4
shows top 15 key economies in terms of degree, node
strength and betweenness centrality measures, respectively.
Note that the rankings based on different network centrality
measures are distinct from one another, indicating that various
economies tend to play distinct roles in GRN. However, a
number of key economies, such as the United States, France,
the United Kingdom, Germany, Spain, Italy, China, Russian
Federation and India, are always at the forefront of the
top 15 key economies, highlighting their importance in the
remittance system.

For the out-degree and out-strength centrality case, the higher
the economy’s centrality is, the larger influence it possesses in
the network. Note that the United States ranks first in both out-
degree and out-strength centrality due to its economic power
and immigration history. Further calculations show that US alone
reimburses around 24.60% of total remittances to the rest of the
world as payment, indicating that the country plays a significant
role as a remittance supplier in GRN. In addition, affluent
democracies and major oil and gas producing countries, such
as Canada, the United Kingdom, Germany, France, Hong Kong
(China), Japan, Saudi Arabia, United Arab Emirates and Kuwait,
also become primary remittances suppliers.

In terms of in-degree and in-strength centrality, economies
with high centrality are major remittance recipient countries,
mainly including developing countries with considerable labor
force like India, China, Philippines etc. A possible interpretation
is that most of labor abundant countries reap up remittances
by strategically converting abundant labor into capital [36]. In
addition, developed countries like France, Germany, Belgium
also obtain high rank of the centralities. The results do not
come as surprises given that European Union (EU) citizens are
allowed to move freely within the EU labor market. This leads
to the fact that labor mobility in common market promotes the
movement of remittances [37]. Thus, developed countries also
become remittance recipient countries.

In addition to degree and node strength centrality, an
economy’s importance in the GRN can be evaluated by
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FIGURE 4 | Top 15 important economies based on centrality measures.

betweenness centrality, which measures the ability to transfer
remittance flows from one economy to another. As shown in
Figure 4, whether weighted or not, the betweenness centralities
of the United States and France are significantly larger than
those of other economies. Therefore, the United States and
France play critical roles as bridge in the remittance system.
There could be two possible explanations on the intermediary
roles of the United States and France. On one hand, the
United States is a nation of migrants, which has close
cooperations with other economies in terms of remittance.
On the other hand, there are many major corridors in

remittance between France and its neighbor countries due to the
geographical proximity2.

4.2.3. Regional Community
The detection of communities is very important as community
structures often correspond to functional organizations [14,
33, 38]. In terms of the remittance network, communities not

2It is supported by Eurostat statistics explained, which can be
found at http://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/statistics-explained/index.php/
Personal_remittances_statistics.
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only uncover its regional structure features, but also provide
insights for understanding the collaboration mechanism among
economies in the same community. Figure 5 visualizes the
regional community structure in GRN.

As shown in Figure 5, the GRN is obviously divided into
6 communities where economies in the same community are
labeled by a specific color. For each community, we present their
major members and intra-remittances:

• C1 - The largest community, dominated by most of the
economies in EU and South America, generates $ 6.35E+05
million intra-community remittances.

• C2 - The second-largest community, mainly consisting
of Australia, the United Kingdom, the Nordic
countries and Africa, contributes to $ 1.54E+05 million
intra-community remittances.

• C3 - The third-largest community, led by the United States as
well as Central America, transfers $ 4.46E+05 million intra-
community remittances.

• C4 - The fourth-largest community, represented by theMiddle
East, possesses the largest intra-community remittances that is
$ 6.47E+05 million.

• C5 - The fifth-largest community, locating in East
Asia and Southeast Asia, holds $ 3.15E+05 million
intra-community remittances.

• C6 - The smallest community, dominated by Eastern Europe,
has $ 1.51E+05 million intra-community remittances.

It is interesting to note that economies in the same regional
economy cooperative organizations tend to be included in
the same community, such as EU and Latin American

Integration Association (LAIA) in C1, Economic Community
of West African States (ECOWAS) in C2, members of
Central American Free-Trade Agreement(CAFTA) in C3, Gulf
Cooperation Council Countries (GCC) in C4, Association of
Southeast Asian Nations(ASEAN) in C5 and Eurasian Economic
Union (EAEU) in C6. Thus, the community structure of the GRN
appears to have significant correlations with geographical and
economic factors. A possible interpretation is that labor mobility
in regional cooperative organizations promotes the movement
of remittances. Additionally, further calculations show that the
intra-community remittances of C1–C6 account for 66.07% of
total remittances in GRN, highlighting the regional integration
of the GRN.

Figure 6 describes the intra-community and inter-community
remittance flows. As Figure 6 shows, the economies belonging
to the same community form sub-units with close remittance
relationships. However, economies not only participate in
remitting within the same community, but also engage
themselves into the inter-community transfers, which account
for 33.93 % of total remittances.

4.2.4. Topological Stability Test of GRN
Remittance system may have some extreme risks such as
migration or remittance restriction, to which corresponds node
and edge removal in GRN. Such removal will affect the stability
of GRN and the normal operation of the system. The approaches
employed in robustness test of networks are usually node attack
method, which removes some nodes and all edges connected
to them from the network [39]. There are two kinds of node
attack method: one is stochastic removal method and the other

FIGURE 5 | The regional community structure in GRN. Notes: The coloring of nodes and their linkages are the same for each community, i.e., red for C1, purple for

C2, blue for C3, orange for C4, green for C5 and pink for C6. The size of a linkage corresponds to the magnitude of remittance flow.
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FIGURE 6 | Remittance matrix before and after permutation based on community structure.

FIGURE 7 | The maximum SCC size of the GRN. Notes: f is the number of removal nodes. The selective removal removes nodes in decreasing order of their centrality.

is selective removal method. The former removes some nodes
from the network in a random manner, while the latter removes
the nodes in a special order. If the structural properties, such as
connectivity, have no significant difference after the attack, it is
natural to define that the network is robust. Since the maximum
strongly connected component(maximum SCC) size measures
the connectivity of a directed network, we evaluate topological
stability by calculating the ratio w of the maximum SCC size of
the new network to that of the original network.

Figure 7 displays the topological stability test of the GRN.
As shown in Figure 7, no matter for the selective removal or

stochastic removal, when the first nodes are removed, w <

0.64, implying that network connectivity drops rapidly under
these two kinds of node attack methods. However, the impact of
selective removal on connectivity is larger than that of stochastic
removal. The same phenomenon can also be found at the
aggregate level. Note that after a number of nodes removal, the
impact of selective removal on the network is significantly larger
than that of stochastic removal. Furthermore, in comparing the
stochastic removal methods, the connectivity of the network
under betweenness (weighted betweenness) centrality-based
attack is lower than that under out-degree(out-strength)-based
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attack. This indicates that selective attacks on the nodes with high
betweenness (weighted betweenness) centrality are much more
effective in the GRN. Therefore, in order to avoid the connectivity
collapse of the remittance system, policy makers should pay more
attention to major transshipment nodes.

5. CONCLUSION

To a large extent, the existing literature on the analysis of key
economies for global remittance predominantly focuses on the
influential remittance suppliers and recipients as well as circular
patterns between economy pair. Literature dealing with the
intermediary roles of the key economies, community structure
and topological stability of remittance network seems to be
scarce; such studies are however significant for us to understand
the local properties as well as the global properties of the
remittance network.

In this paper, by employing complex network approach,
we present a detailed discussion of key economies for global
remittance, and the findings can be summarized as follows: (i)
the degree distribution is of heterogeneity, suggesting that GRN
is a heterogeneous network; (ii) some key economies, such as
the United States, France, India and China, are always at the
forefront of centrality measures; (iii) 6 communities are detected,
where economies in the same regional economy cooperative
organizations tend to be classified in the same community;
(iv) 66.07% of total remittances belongs to intra-community
flows, indicating that economies present the characteristic of
regionalization; (v) GRN is fragile to node removal, particular the
selective removal based on betweenness centrality.

Although this paper builds a global remittance network and
investigates its key economies, there are still some topics worth
further studying. For example, economies play different roles in
the network due to its heterogeneity. The positions of economies

in the network might have an impact on remittance flows. Thus,
it is worth further studying the relationship between remittance
flows and economies’ positions. This will be our future study.
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